
Simple definition:                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

If we look in dictionary for the word school, we may find school an institution where children 

are educated more formally in writing we would put:  

School is an institution where children are educated.       Look at these other examples:                                                                                                                                                               

a doctor is person who gives medical treatment to people                                                                                                                           

Aluminum is a metal that is produced from bauxite. 

Complete the following sentences in the same way as the examples above                                                              

a  A  college ………………………………….students receive higher or professional education.                                                                   

b A dentist……………………………………...treats people’s teeth.                                                                                                                        

c steel ………………………………………is produced from iron and carbon .                                                                                        

d An elephant …………………………………lives in Africa and Asia.                                                                                                         

e A professor ……………………………………..works in a  university.                                                                                                       

f a library …………………………………………..books are kept for borrowing or referring to.  

Answers 

a  A  college …… is institution where ….students receive higher or professional education.                                                                   

b A dentist… is person who...treats people’s teeth.                                                                                                                        

c steel …… is a metal that …is produced from iron and carbon .                                                                                        

d An elephant …… is an  animal that ………lives in Africa and Asia.                                                                                                         

e A professor …… is person who …..works in a  university.                                                                                                       

f a library ……is place where……..books are kept for borrowing or referring to.  

Join the sentences on the left below with the correct ones on the right. Use an appropriate 

relative pronoun to create a relative clause.                                                                                                

E.g., bronze is an alloy.      It is produced from copper and tin                                                                        

Bronze is an alloy, which is produced from copper and tin 

An engineer is person 

A microscope is an 

instrument  

A generator is machine  

Botanist is a person 

A square is a geometric 

figure 

Cucumber is vegetable  

An economist is a person  

An encyclopedia is a book   

It produces electricity  

He studies the way in which industry and trade produce and use 

wealth 

He treats the diseases of animals 

It makes distant objects appear nearer and larger. 

He designs machines, building, or public works. 

It gives information on subjects in alphabetical order. 

He studies plants 

It makes very small near objects appear larger. 

It is long and round with a dark green skin and light green 

watery flesh. 

It has four equal sides and four rights angles. 

Answers 

An engineer is person who studies plants or  who designs machines, building, or public works. 

A microscope is an instrument which  makes very small near objects appear larger. Or Which 

makes distant objects appear nearer and larger. 



A generator is machine which produces electricity  

Botanist is a person who He treats the diseases of animals 

A square is a geometric figure which  has four equal sides and four rights angles. 

Cucumber is vegetable which  is long and round with a dark green skin and light green watery 

flesh 

An economist is a person who studies the way in which industry and trade produce and use 

wealth 

An encyclopedia is a book  which  gives information on subjects in alphabetical order. 

 

 

 


